THE ATTACKS ON THE CORUNNA ROAD
name In letters of gold, Atlaya, could stil be seen, though
riddled with bullets, hanging askew on the great Iron
gateway. Their trenches ran right Into the Vila garden,
and the communicator going back down the hill to
Pozuelo was cut right through the living-rooms of the
villa. Next to the garden gate was a Russian tank. It
had evidently been caught in an awkward spot where It
had little room to turn, and It was being backed along the
garden wall when it met its fate.
The Nationalist artillery had wrought havoc with the
Villa Atlaya, and with half its roof off and huge shell holes
through walls, one had to step cautiously when one entered
for fear of bringing down crazy beams and masonry on
one's head. Dishes and dixies of food stood in one corner,
showing how the Reds had used the place till the last
minute. On the billiard-table a couple of cues were lying,
and the score was written in chalk on a slate, but the balls
had disappeared. There was some very fine furniture,
most of it irreparably damaged. In one room, however, I
saw a magnificent Venetian mirror without a single crack.
It was a large affair and must have been worth at least three
hundred guineas. By now most likely more of the roof
has fallen m, and the chances of the owners finding the
mirror intact when they come back to their house are
very small.
The village of Pozuelo itself was more destroyed than
any other place I have visited during the Civil War.
Enormous craters showed where Nationalist air bombs
had hit, and even the thick-walled, stoutly built Spanish
houses had collapsed In the church, showing an Immense
hole through the roof of the apse, there was an amazing
collection of furniture. Part of the nave had been used
as a dancing room, and apparently cabaret turns were also
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